Differences in the compressive stress-strain response of infiltrating ductal carcinomas with and without lobular features--implications for mammography and elastography.
In a previous study, it was noted that in some cases when compressive strains greater than about 5% were applied to tumors removed from the breast, there was an abrupt and irreversible change in the tissue stiffness. The data from that study were further analyzed and infiltrating ductal carcinomas with and without lobular features were selected for additional testing to explore their behavior under compressive strains from 0-10%. Fresh tumor samples were tested using a servo-hydraulic Instron testing machine to apply ramp type displacement loads to the samples. The results show that when strains greater than 5% are applied to the tumor tissue without lobular features, there is an irreversible decrease in the stiffness of the tissue while no such change is noted in the other tumor tissue. The implications for this behavior in making mammographic and elastographic images of the breast were then explored using finite element simulations to determine under what compression conditions could the critical strain threshold be reached in the tumor tissue.